AK 017
EARTH EFFECTS
An enamel product to make natural earth and mud type effects. Just apply to your tanks wheels, tracks and hull to achieve ultra realistic earth effects. You can also mix this product with plaster to make mud with volume. This product can be mixed with our other earth colors leading to unlimited possibilities of nature effects.

HOW TO USE PRODUCT GUIDE

We apply the product directly from the jar on a well.

To give texture to the soil add some plaster.

Apply the mixture on the model by repeating the process until you achieve the desired effect.

With a clean brush dipped in thinner we can correct the too big spots.

To obtain adhered soil use a stiff brush and a toothpick (you can also use the airbrush). Projecting the mixture to get the splash pattern. It is worth practicing on paper until you get the desired effect.

The final result.

Final result over another color.

These products are ideal for decorating grounds.